
Plot located in Valladolid, Spain. Next to the Esgueva river. The plot acts as a bond between the
two campuses of the University. 41°39'32.4"N 4°42'46.4"W
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The magic of cinema can take the 3 dimensions of space 
into a screen. This 2 dimensions, thus, become full of 
feeling and emotion.
So the proposal tries to generate a 3d topography while 
using a rigid grid that plays in two dimensions.
This grid is rigid and static in plan, but once you are 
inside, it becomes a living place, organic and changing. 

We can find the same mechanism that gives life to a film 
or to a space: the iludsion. Ilusion as a perception of this 
space as a natural being; a 3d forest that shelters us and 
sorround us, as we enjoy using the building. 

I propose a topography that generates the whole required 
program. The new building will hold offices for the 
international film festival SEMINCI as well as a public 
space with a cultural purpose in which  the 
cinematographic culture will be shown to the public in 
different ways.
ToTo get that i propose a topographic wooden structure that 
holds plantpots. 
This rigid 2dgrid becomes alive once you are inside. 
making you to perceive this space as a changing one, as 
a CRAFTED FOREST.
ItIt is not a real topography, but intentionally artificious. 
“fake”. Thus, we can live a reality that wants to be reality, 
but we all know that is fiction. 

In order to give materiality to the crafted forest, It is 
chosen natural and day-to-day materials. Despite of that 
simplicity, we can build complex forms seing traditional 
materials into non traditional solutions. 

The skin of the outer building plays an important role in 
the memory of the surroundings.  The new glass facade 
tries to vanish  and to be as a invisible wall that allows 
us, from the outside, to see the old existing wall, that it 
is still the “closing wall” for the building in the memory of 
the people. People that passes by the place, are used 
to this relationship with the old brick wall. They have 
this,this, as a part of the memory. Thus, we dońt want to 
change this, and we propose this new facade that 
allows the people to have still the reference they were 
used to. 
This profound feeling is very important for the 
conception of the refurbishing of our old cities. 

The edges of the new courtain wall are open, 
permeable, and full of vegetation as well. This makes us 
feel that it is not that close inner spaces but more 
dinamic and related to the surroundings. 

The view from the offices on the first floor gets visual 
conection with the central space. This is the starting 
point of the project. 
A slaab is anchored 0.80m lower than the head of the 
existing wall so that we can have a new floor. 
ThisThis way to start a project emphasizes in the 
imporntace of the existing. It is crucial to research on 
what it does exist to get hints, ways and helpful keys in 
order to develop a good project. 
The remainings of an old building, far from being 
useless and embodyzing us, theybecome the very 
begining of the project. 

IfIf the wall didnt exist, we wereńt able to hget those 
auxiliar slabs and then, the project would be entirely 
different. 

It is truly crucial the old building to exist for us to develop 
this proposal. 

In the interior, the topography colonizes the space. It 
settles a dialogue with the existing wooden structure. 
This old rood, with its rigid, constant, module-set rythm 
is fullfilled with the vivid and organic structure that sets 
the plantpots and vegetation.  

This dialogue has as a result, the transformation of the 
way in which we perceive the space. We sense areas of 
the space that they expand and areas that contract.

Architecture goes beyond the limit of generating an 
indoor shelter. What we create must have a caracter, a 
personality, emotion. Architecture indeed generates 
“atmospheres” that will stimulate the activities done 
there. 

That is why the purpose of the project is also to endow 
with atmosphere to each space designed. I wanted 
spaces sorrounded by vegetation. Getting sorrounded 
by plants in the place we work stimulates us and 
produce something very positive inside us. It shouldńt 
be branched as decoration, interior design or 
gardenry... It is Architecture. 

II will try to describe one of the “atmospheres” i thought 
of while designing the library:
“Sitting down on a chair, our eyes distances from floor 
1.30m. When we want to make a stop on our 
reading/studying time, we raise the head and we are 
able to see through a space built with glass and wood, 
and sorrounded by vegetation. 
ThisThis sieve allows us to gaze what is happening in other 
parts of the main place. open place. People having 
activities sorrounded by vegetation that smelles and 
clean the air. 
A litllle bit further, we can see the people at the offices, 
working and even, we can see trhoug the outer skin of 
the bulding and we reach the sky., 
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The transformation of the section, 
adding two slabs in both sides, allows 
us to get a new conception of the 
existing building. 
ItIt is not anymore a static, old ....... but a 
dinamic place where the limits of the 
walls vanish and outside becomes 
inside.  
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